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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix with inertia In(A) = 
(r(A), a(A), s(A)), and let H be an n x n hermitian matrix with inertia 
In(H) = (r(H), 6(H), 6(H)). Let K b e an n X n positive semidefinite matrix 
such that K = AH + HA*. Suppose that 1 is the dimension of the controllability space 
of the pair (A, K). Lcrer and Rodman conjectured that llr( A) - P( H )I < n - 1 and 
lt9( A) - I?( H )I < n - 1. It is our purpose to prove this conjecture. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix. The inertia of A is the integer triple 
In(A) = (r(A), 6(A), S(A)), where 7r( A) denotes the number of 
eigenvalues of A with positive real part, 6(A) denotes the number of 
eigenvalues of A with negative real part, and 6(A) denotes the number of 
purely imaginary eigenvalues of A. A is said to be positive stable if 
In(A) = (n, 0, 0). 
Let 2” denote the set of all n X n hermitian matrices. For H E&“,, we 
write H > 0 (H 2 0) if H is positive definite (positive semidefinite). Lya- 
punov’s classical theorem states that A is positive stable if and only if there 
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exists H > 0 in x such that K = AH + HA* > 0. This result was general- 
ized by Ostrowsky and Schneider [6], and independently by Taussky [7], who 
proved that there exists H EZ, such that AH + HA* > 0 if and only if 
S(A) = 0. Moreover, if AH + HA* > 0 then In(A) = In(H). This theorem 
is known as the main inertia theorem. 
These two theorems led to additional results that deal with the matrix 
equation AH + HA* = K and yield information about the inertia of the 
matrices A, H, and K under certain assumptions. Some of these results 
involve the important notion of controllability space. Recall that given A E 
E’B; :,” 
n, “‘, the controllability space B( A; B) associated with the pair 
is e column space of the 12 X nm matrix [B AB A’B *** A”-‘B] 
(or: equivalently, it is the smallest A-invariant subspace of C” containing the 
column space of B). The pair (A, B) is called controllable provided that the 
matrix [B AB A2B .** A”-‘B] has rank n. 
Chen [4] and independently Wimmer [S] generalized the main inertia 
theorem and showed the following: suppose that AH + HA* = K > 0, and 
suppose that the pair (A, K) is controllable. Then 6(A) = 6(H) = 0 and 
In(A) = In(H). For a closely related result see also Carlson and Loewy [2]. 
It is natural to ask what happens if we retain the assumption that K > 0 
but drop the assumption that (A, K) is controllable. Lerer and Rodman [51 
raised the following: 
CONJECTURE. Let A E @“, “, H ~4, and suppose that 
AH + HA* = K > 0. (1) 
Let 1 = dim’&‘(A; K). Then 
IT(A) - r(H)1 Q n - I (2) 
IS(A) - 6( H)I Q n - 1. (3) 
It is our purpose here to verify this conjecture. We shall actually prove 
only (2) for the proof of (3) is analogous. We shall see that the proof of the 
conjecture follows from a careful analysis of a paper of Carlson [l] (preceding 
the papers of Chen and Wimmer), which in turn is a followup to a paper by 
Carlson and Schneider [3]. 
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2. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE 
Proof. We start with a straightforward and well-known observation. 
REMARK. Suppose that (1) holds. Let S E C”T~ be any nonsingular 
matrix. Then In(A) = In(SAS-‘1, In(H) = In(SHS*), dim%$A; K) = 
dim ‘27(SAS-‘; SKS*), and 
SAS-‘SNS* + SHS*(SAS-‘)* = SKS*. 
Hence, in proving the conjecture we can replace A, H, and K by SAS - ‘, 
SHS*, and SKS*, respectively. Such a transformation of the triple ( A, H, K) 
will be called standard. For convenience, we denote the transformed matri- 
ces by A, H, K again. 
Using the remark, we may assume H = H, @ 0, where H, EK is 
nonsingular. If we partition A and K conformably with H, it follows easily 
from the assumption K > 0 that A has the form 
All 42 
A=O A, I 1 where A,, E @t,t, 22 
and 
K= Kll 0 
[ 1 0 0' 
where K,, = A,,H, + HIAT, Eq. 
We follow now the argument in [I]. Using the remark again, we may 
assume that A,, has the form 
A,, = A(:l) @ A’,1” @ . . . @ A!“‘, (4 
where for each 1 < j < r, Aj W) has a single purely imaginary eigenvalue, or a 
pair of eigenvalues of the form (Y, -Z; where Re LY > 0. We may also 
assume, whenever convenient, that A:‘) is a direct sum of Jordan blocks. 
Moreover, in (4) no eigenvalue of A,, appears in two distinct direct sum- 
mar&. We shall further awume that purely imaginary eigenvlaues appear in 
the first 1 direct summunds of A,,. Now partition H, conformably with A,,, 
so H, = [Hz)]. It is proved in [l] that the main diagonal blocks of H, in this 
partition are nonsingular. Moreover, after applying another standard transfor- 
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mation we may assume that H$' = 0 whenever i #j and 1 <j < r or 
1 < i < r, while A,, becomes upper triangular, as the blocks above the main 
diagonal blocks A?:),, . . . , A:‘) can become nonzero (the main diagonal 
blocks in A,, are not changed in the process). Theorem 2 of [l] tells us also 
that 
In( Ht)) = In( A?')), j = 2 + l,...,r. (5) 
We describe now how to continue the process of bringing the matrix H 
to a block diagonal form in a way that enables us to prove the conjecture. 
This is based on the discussion in Section VI of [l]. Consider first the matrix 
A$ll)Hlfl) + Hf)A{")*. Let ml denote the number of elementary divisors of 
A$ll! Recall that by assumption A\") has only one eigenvalue which is purely 
imaginary. As indicated earlier, we may assume that 
where each B!‘) in that decomposition is a single upper Jordan block. 
Partition H,f" Conformably with A jll) As pointed out in [ 11, it is no longer . 
necessarily true that the main diagonal blocks of H,f') are nonsingular. 
However, as I?$ consists of a single Jordan block corresponding to a purely 
imaginary eigenvalue, it follows from Theorem II of [3] that there exists a 
nonsingular hermitian matrix .fl such that Bc)i, + ilB,$* = 0. Let L, 
denote the main diagonal block of H,i" in the iower right bottom comer. 
Since H, is a nonsingular matrix,_it is clear that if we choose E E [w small 
enough and replace I,, by LI + cLJ in H,, then the resulting matrix has the 
same inertia as H, while L, + ELM is nonsingular. Moreover, the specific 
triangular form of A,, and (6) ensure that K,, is unchanged by this small 
perturbation. We replace in Hf) the block L, by L, + eLl, and denote for 
simplicity the resulting matrix by H,(1’) again. We perform now another 
standard transformation, which annihilates all the blocks of H, above and to 
the left of L,. Of course, the corresponding similarity on A,, might yield 
nonzero blocks above B$ in A,,. We can repeat the perturbation procedure 
with L,_,, the (ml - I)th main diagonal block of Hf'. Doing this and 
likewise with all the main diagonal blocks of HA" [note that the inertia of A 
and H is unchanged during this process, as is dim g( A; K )I, we may assume 
that Hf:) is block diagonal when partitioned conformably with A{"), and 
H$) = 0, HP) = 0 for all 1 <j Q r, j # 1. On the other hand, the blocks of 
A,, above All’) might become nonzero. 
We can continue the same procedure with all the remaining blocks 
associated with purely imaginary eigenvalues of A,,, namely with A?‘), 
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j = 1,2 , . . . ,I - 1. We denote by mj the number of elementary divisors of 
A(!‘) Hence, we may assume that A,, 
h’ 
is an upper block triangular matrix 
w ose main diagonal blocks are precisely 
Bi”, . . . ) I?(l) By’, . . . ) B@-) Bf’, . . . ) B”’ A$:‘), , . . . , A!‘? ml ’ ~z’“” mr ’ (7) 
while H,, when partitioned conformably with A,,, is block diagonal. More- 
over, in (7) each block Bj”), 1 < i < 1, 1 <j Q m,, is a single Jordan block 
corresponding to a purely imaginary eigenvalue. 
We evaluate Im( A) - T(H)I. We have 
IT(A) - r+)I =l4Au) + 4A22) - 4Hr)I 
+(A,,) - +%)I + “(As,), 
so it remains to estimate 17r(A,,) - m(H,)I. Because of (5) it is clear the a 
nontrivial contribution to the discrepancy between m( A,,) and r( H,) comes 
from blocks Bj”) and the corresponding main diagonal blocks of the block 
diagonal matrix Hi. Let p = Ci = 1 m,, and denote, for simplicity, the main 
diagonal blocks of H, by M,, . . . , Mp+r_l. Let 1 < 9 < p. Denote the 9th 
(block) row of A,, by 
] 0 0 *** G,,, Gq,q+l *** Gq.p+r-I], (8) 
where C, 4 is a single Jordan block corresponding to a purely imaginary 
eigenvalue i/3, P E [w. It follows that the corresponding (block) row of K,, 
takes the form 
] M,C,*, M,C,*, *** C,,,M, + M,C;,, C4.4+rMq+r *** Cq,r+r-&+r-l]. 
(9) 
We use Theorem II of [3], so we quote the part of that theorem which we 
need: Suppose J is a single (upper) Jordan block of order u corresponding to 
a purely imaginary eigenvalue A (when u = 1 then J = [A]). Suppose that 
L E S$ is such that G = JL + L]* > 0. Let pL denote the rank of L. Then 
IT(L) - a(L)I < I, (10) 
and 
g, = 0 if i > +pL or j > +pL. (11) 
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We claim that the conjecture holds in this special case, that is, 
-r(L) =/m(L) - r(J)1 QU - dim%F(J;G). (12) 
To see this, we write pL =2G+p,where p=O(p=I)if pL iseven 
(odd). Then the last u - fi rows of G vanish, by (11). Hence the subspace of 
@” spanned by the first 6 standard unit vectors contains the column space of 
G and is also J-invariant, because J is a Jordan block. We also have 
m(L) < fi + /_L, by (10). We conclude that 
u - dimg(J;G) - n-(L) .u-fi-;-p=u-p,>o, 
so (I.21 holds. We shall use in the sequel the inequality 
The proof of (12) can be applied to (9), and then to (8). Indeed, let 
G4 = C,,& + M4C; 4 > 0, pq = rank M,, and denote by sq the order of 
c 9, 4. Let ps = 2 pq + ‘pq , where pq = 0 ( pq = 1) if pq is even (odd). We 
have 
+fq) < sq - Gq. (13) 
Also, the ith row of G4 vanishes for every i > j$. But since K,, 2 0, this 
implies that the i th row of the matrix given by (9) must vanish for every 
i > ,Sq (and a similar result holds for the corresponding columns in K,,, of 
course). Moreover, since Hi is nonsingular, it follows now that the ith row of 
C,,j must vanish for every p + r - 1 > j > 4 + 1 and every i > j&. 
The structure of K,,, A,,, and A points to the following A-invariant 
subspace of UZn containing the column space of K: We partition the vectors 
of C” conformably with the partition of A. We put zeros in the last n - t 
coordinates. In addition, in the block (of coordinates) corresponding to C,,, 
we put zeros in the last sg - $4 positions, for q = 1,2, . . . , p. It follows that 
n-dimg(A;K)> i (sq-fiq)+n-t. 
q=l 
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On the other hand, we have by (13) 
completing the proof. 
We finally note that if we assume in the conjecture that 6(A) = 0, the 
proof shows that a stronger conclusion can be drawn, namely 
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